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                        ABSTRACT
   The polarlzation paremeters for the rrm'p->rtOn change exchange scattering at three
lncident pion momenta of 2.77, 3.49 aftd 4.22 GeVlc have been measured 2n the t range
up to -2.e (GeVfc)2. The results are coinpared with those of other experirnents and
the pi'edlctions ef the partial wave analysis and a Regge modei.

I. Introduction

   The high energy behavior of nN scattering in the forward directioR has been
studied in terms of Regge pole models since the high energy scattering experiments at
CERN and BNL revealed the high energy behavior, For the elastic process nÅ}p--,
nÅ}p, both differential cross sections aiad polarizatioi? parameters are well futed by the

p and P trajectories. Although the differeRtiai cross sections of the charge exchange

process z- p-ffOR, are also successfully explained in terms of the p trajectory, the
non zero polarization in the forward directioni) could not be explained because of the
same phase of the real and imagifiary parts of the scattering ainplkude due to a single

trajectory. Many attempts kave been made to resolve the problem by considering
absorptioR2}, extra poles besides the p pole3,4) and an additional contrribution from
Regge cut5). So far, no attempts have succeeded to explain the overall behavior of
the po}arization data.

   In the meantime, Åíke pkase shift analyses kabe beeR made by a lot of analyses
within last two decades and recently three groups kave beeR carried on for the nN
scattering systematically. Those are Saclay6}, Karlsruhe-Helsinki (K-H 78)7) and
CMU-LBL8) groups. Last two groups are now in the course of analysing. By
those analyses, the aN scattering amplkudes are fair}y well clafified at kigher energies

and a number ef baryon resonances have been establlshed, which are classified suc-
cessfully in terms of SU(6) Å~ O(3) classification9). However, iA the momenturc region

above 2 GeVfc, tkere still exist some ambiguities on scattering amplitudes because of
a lack of charge exchafige scattering data altd spin rotation parameters A and R.
Therefore, the measurerRent of differential cross sections and polarization parameters
of the charge exchange scattering must be fieeded to supply the usefu1 informations
on the phase shifts.
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   Under those circumstances, the measurement of polarization parameters for the
charge exckange scattering in the t range ttp to -2(GeV/c)2 has been p. erformed
at three rnomenta 2.77, 3.49 and 4.22 GeVlc. The present rneasurement has been car-
ried out as the extention of the n?easurement of cross sections and polarization para-

meters of the same reaction at almost all afigles in the momentum range between
2.0 and 3.0 GeVlc, which had bee}3 performed precedingly at KEK as the first experi--

ment with KEK proton synchrotron. Those previot}s measurements are des• cribed
in ref. 10 and 1 1, and those are assigned by `CEX' measuremeRt, wlteR needed.

   In chap. II the experimental procedure is described briefiy, since the apparatus
and the beam iine used in t'fie present measurement were the same as tb.e CF.X measure-

ment.
   The procedure for the data reduction is described in chap. I'I'l.

   In ch.ap. IV, the present results of forward polarizatioR parameters are shown and
are compared with those ofthe previotis measurements at ANLi3,i4). The comparison
with the predictions from K-H 78 analysis and the Regge pole mode! are also given.
Finally, the results of a simple amplitude analysis in terms of the Regge model are
discussed. The formulation used in the preseitt analysis are described in Appendix A.

II. Experirnental?rocedure

A. General
   Tlae experimeiital set up is showR in Fig. II-l.. The n- beaiR froin an iniernal
Be target of the KHK proton synchrotron was focused on a polarized proton target.
The target was surrounded by an asseinbiy of afiticouRters whiclt detected all charged
particles leaving the target and consequently assured no charged pcarticies in t}ae final

state. The details of the anticotznters are descri'bed in ref. .l.l.

   In order to reduce backgroLmds from an ineiastic scatteriRg and target materiais,
both energies afid directions of two y rays decayiRg from ffO meson, and the directions

of a neutron were detected. :!rherefore, two body kiRematics for charge exchange
scattering was confirmed.
   Two zO detectors were placed in both sides of the incident beara line and one xO
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Fig. II-l A piaR view of the apparattis for the present experiment.
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detector was placed on the center to increase the acceptance of tke detector. Two
neutron counter hodoscopes were placed iR both sides so that the neutron counter
laodoscopes covered the angtilar region for Reutrons satisfying the two body kinematics.

Therefore, this counter system fermed dual double arms, where the event in which a
ftO meson was scattered ifi the left hand side and a neutroR was recoiled in the riglat

haRd side, is denoted as `left event', and the other case is denoted as `right event'.

   Each ze deÅíector aRd neutron counter hodoscopes consisted of lead glass
Cherenkov counters and plastic scintillation counters assembled in matrix, respec-
tively, and is shown in Fig. II-1.

   The trigger condition of all detection system is as follows :

   (1) nm beam is detected,
   (2) no aRticounter assembly fires,
   (3) more tl:{an two leaci glass Ckerenkov couRters fire,

   (4) more tkan oBe Reutron counter fires without Ro veto counters iik front of
       them firing.
The informations of all the events satisfied above conditions were stored in the PDP
11140 computer through analog to digital coiwerter (ADC), latches aRd scalers, and
recorded on a magnetic tape. The e}ectroRic Iogic for triggering is shovvg in Fig.

II--2 schematically and details are seen ka ref. Il. •
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T, Beam

Beam Lead Glass Cerenkov Ceunters

t{)2
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}t2]
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                          ADC, Latch etc.
          Fig. II-2 A schematic diagram of the logic for the present experimefit.

   The target polarization was monitored every 17.5 seconds throeghout the meas-
Yl' 94MoelX,.W.igk tchXMrriAi"6 C.O,.MdP.\,tgf OKiTAC 4300b and was transferred to the pDp

   At each momentum, the measuremeBts liaye been•performed with the polarized
proton target with their spins up and down. Tlie background due to the tmpolarized
nuclei in the target has beeft measured with the carbon target coittained the saine
amount of bound protons as in the polarized target. Here, the notatioii of up (down)
is defined so as to be proper in the `left event'. The same notation is used for the
`rjght event', although it is not a proper notation.
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    Thus, polarization parameters were evaluated with the following formula:

              m nT(O)-nJ(e)           P(e)rm p;(nT(e)-c(e))+pT(nl(e)-c(e)) '

where
    P(e); polarization parameter,
    ni and nT; event rate measurecl with the target spin up and dewn,,
    C(e); event rate measured with the carbon target,
    PS and PT; polarization oftarget protons.
Of course, for the `right event', the factor of -1 must be multiplied to P(e) so as to

obtain proper polarization parameters. Finally, those polarization parameters for
`left' and `right' events were averaged.

B. BeamLine
    The circulating protons of KEK synclirotron hit on the internal Be target by
multi-traversal mode vvith repetition rate of about two seconds, and produced the
secondary particles at the angle of 100 with respect to the circulating protofis. Those

particles were extracted to the experimental area through a beam transport system
with negative mode.
    The beam contained almost negative pions and a few Ieptons (tN20/. of total
particles). The moinentum spread of the beam was Apfp= iO/., and the beam size
was typically 15 mm (FWHM) iR the vertical aRd horizontal directions. 'The bearn
pulses were 350 msec loRg and contained 2N5Å~ 1.05 particles per iOi2 circulating
protons of 12 GeV.
    The momentum of the incident beam was known from the beam eptics as a func-
tion ofmagnetic field ofthe bending magnet ofthe beam transport systerr}. However,
in the present experiment the momentum of the beam xn,as calibrated esseiitiaily based
on the time of fiight (TOF) method.
   The schematic diagram of the logic for this calibratioia is shown iR Fig. II-3.
The incident beam was defined by the scintillation counters of TOF #, 1, S2 and
TOF #2, aRd the Ieptoikic contaminatioR was rejected with the gas Cherenkov counter
of threshold type.

   The procedure is as follows:
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Fig. I!-3

                     Tn
                    lo muA
A schematic diagrEmi of the logie for the measurement of the beam momentum
calibration. The distance between TOF#1 and TOF#2 is abotit 12m.
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   (1) the time of flight of positive pions Ti was measured at the distance of lt,
   (2) the time of flight of protons T2 was measured at the distance of l2 by moving

       the counter TOF #2.
The distance l,(l,>l2) was adjusted in order that Ti equals to T2 (actually Ti y T2).
Then, the beam momentum was calculated with following formula doing the iterations
as follows:

          6p=(l211i)(1+(TiHT2)1T2)6n
           1
               •          p= mfi,IVi' = fib
           1,
          6n = PIVP2+u2
           l

where fi.(fi,) denotes the velocity of the pion (proton), pt(m) denotes the mass of the

pion (proton) and P denotes the beam momentum. The advantage of this method is
that the measuring system required the linear region not to be in full channel but
only in the channel region of Ti and T2.
   In order to assure the time stabilily, a constant fraction discriminator (CFD)
was used. The time of flight was converted to pulse height with a time to pulse
height converter (TPC) and recorded with a pulse height analyser (PHA). The overall
stability of this system was about 10-4 and the resolutions of the time of flight spectrum

for protons and pions were about 400 psec in FWHM. The typical PHA spectrurri
of pions and protons are shown in Fig. II-4.
   As the result, the beam momentum at nominal value 2.0 GeV/c was 1.964Å}
O.O04 GeVlc. Finally, the correction factor R was determined to be the following
value:

          R=1.96412.0=O.982

This correction factor was also used for higher momenta. The results are listed
in table II-1.

Fig. ll-4 Typical time of fiight spectrum of pions and protons displayed on the screen
of the PHA. The higher signal corresponds to z- mesons and the other
signal corresponds to protons. A relative time difference is about 4nsec.
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. Nominal and calibrated momeRta of the beam are
  listed together with the voltages of the bending
  magnet D2. The calibrated value are at she exit of
  the final bending magnet D4, therefore, an actual
  momentum at the target point must be evaluated
  taking lnto account of the energy loss due to
  materials in the beam line.

    Momentm" (MeVlc)
l.slominal Calibrated

D2 Magnet (V)

2000
2100
22eo
2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
2800
2900
3000
3500
4250

l975
2076
2178
2276
2376
2476
2575
2675
2774
2872
2970
3493
4225

3.71e
3.896
4.086
4.267

4.452
4.638
4.823

5.009
5.194
5.380
5.565

6.576
8.096

C. PolarizedProtonTarget

    The polarized proton target was cooled down below a temperature of O,50K
with a He3 cryostat, which was developed by the KEK target grot}p. The target was
installed at the center of the polarizing magnet with the uniforrr} field of 2.5 T.

    The target material was made of ethylene glycol doped with CrV ioRs and was
formed ifito green beads oÅí about 1 mmip. The target container, which was made
of tefion sheet, was installed in a micro wave cavity, The dimension of the cavity
was 88 mm long, 26 mm high and 30.9 mm wide.
    The dynamic polarization of free protoRs in the target induced by a spiR-spin
cotipling between electrons and protons iR terms of micro wave of a frequency around

70 GHz was measured with Q-meter method described below.
    When the target material, which is put in the external magnetic field, suffers
circulating magRetic field oi3 the plane perpendicular to the external fieid induced
with an appropriate coil, the material has a transverse magnetization te change the
impedance of the LC circuit. This change of the impedance is measured as a iauciear
raagRetic resonance (NMR) signal. Therefore, the target polarization can be eval--
uated with the following formula:

          p == SPo/So,

where P denotes the target polarizatioR indticed by dynamic polarization, S denotes
the integrated NMR signal (enhanced signal) and So denotes the intergrated signal
when no micro wave is applied (natural signal). Pe is the target polarization without

micro wave, which can be evaluated in terms of the Boltzmann distribution at the
known temperature (T) as follows:

          P, = : (1 - EXP < - hvlkT))1(1 + EXP ( - hvl lc T)) == tanl3 (h y12 1c T)

(in this case, v=105.8 MHz and Tc iQ.70K).
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   The NTMR signal was received with a deyice of superheterodyne type and was
conpensated wkh an analog cokpensator which canceled the smootla background
signai. The OKITAC 4300b xvas used to control an NMR monitor system. The
details of control program are described in Appendix B. The radio frequeneies of an
NMR signal were pp.odulated with a nine bits digital Åío analog converter (DAC) in

the frequency range oflMHz. The NMR signai output tkrough the conpensater
was aRalysed with a twelve bits bi-polar ADC and stored into memories of the com-
puter. The data of the NMR sig"al consisted of 512 chamiels which corresponded
to steps of modulation.
   The natural signal was measured with the following procedure.
   (1) An NMR signai was measured under the appropriate resonance condition
       of magnetic field and radio frequencies (signal 1).
   (2) Next, the magnetic field was changed slightly not so as to resonate, and only

       backgrotmd signal was measured (siggal 2).
   (3) The natural signal was obtakied by subtracting sigi?al 2 from sjgnal 1.
   (4) FiRaliy, the background was evaluated by fitting with quadratic polynomials
       at both sides of natural signal except NMR signal regien.
Tlien the pure NMR signal was obtaiRed by lnterpolating the pelynomial into the
sigftal region.

   The d.eviation of this fitting procedure was estimated to be 4"/, of intergrated
sigital. rl'he eRhanced signal caused from dynamic polarizatiofi was measured with
tlie same procedure except step (2) because of the relative small background signal.
The deviation was 39/. of integrated signal. Therefore, an ei'ror arising from the
measurement of the target polarization was evaluated to be 5`)>f,1.

   The natural signals were ipeasured beforehand of eyery machine cycle, and
recorded on a paper tape. During tke target up (down) run, the target polarizatiolt
was evaluated by using an averaged natural signal and Pe, and transferred to PDP
11140 every 17.5 sec. The averaged target polarization of about 650/. was achieved
during the measurement.

                           P-P POLARIZATION PARAMETER

                   1,O
                                e THIS EXPIRIMEIiT O.387 GeVfc>
                                V ALBROT" et.al. (l.38e GeVfc)
                                A MCMAIIIGAL et.al.(l.385 GeVle)                   O,8
                                 e COZZIKA et.al. {1.38S GeVlc)

                   e.7                  g-
                  rc                  E                  i-1!.#LUtl+

                   e,4

Fig. II-5.

         30 40 SO                   -:•- (DEG)

Results obtained from the measuremefit of the polarization parameter for pp
elastic scattering and the previous data measured at other laboratories, where

6 deRotes the present data, nir denotes the data of Alblow et ai. and dy

                     lE1

denotes the data of Cozzika et. ali6).
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   Since the Q-meter method measured the polarization of target protens only
inside the volume ef the detectioia coil, overall polarization could not be measured.
There was possibility that the inhomogeneity of the polarization iR the overall target
arised from an inhomogeneous distribution of temperature aRd power of micro wave.
In order to test the polarization measurement ot the Q-meter method, an independent
measurement of the polarization parameter for pp elastic scattering at the momentum
of 1.387 GeVfc was performed at the center of mass angle of 430 with the same po-
Iarized proton target system. In this measurement, directions of scattered particles
and recoiled particles were detected with two sets of four layers of multi--wired spark

chambers placed at both sides of the beam liRe. Since the positive beam from the
beam transport system incltided protofis and n+ naesons, an identification of particles

vvas made by measuring the time of flight of both particles. The protons and n"
inesons were clearly separated, Backgrouiad events ariskGg from bound protons in
heavy i3uclei were subtracted by measuring the yield fi'om the carbon target which
contained the same amount of boun(l protons as in the polarizecl proton target. As
is shown in Fig.II-5, the resutls are in good agreement with the previous
measurementi2).

D. DetectionSystem

D-1 Detecters
    A ze detection system consisted of five boxes, and each zO detector was rnade of
30 or 36 lead glass Cherenkov ceunters assembled in 5Å~6 (G #1) or 6Å~6 (G #2tv5)
matrix. A lead glass Cherenkov counter was made of SF6N lead glass of 75 rnm
wide, 75 mm high and 235 mm long (14 radiation lengths) viewed by HTV R329P
photo tube. Tke energy gain and resolution of the Iead glass Cherenkov counters are
described in details in ref. IO. Set up parameters are listed in Table II-2(a),

    Neutron counter hodoscopes consisted of foL}r boxes, and each box was made of

     Tabie II-2 (a). Set up parameters fo}' r," detectors
 R denotes the distance between the target point and the face of
each detector. 0 denotes the polar aitgle with respect to the
incident beam line, vvhere negative values correspond to tke angle

of detectors placed at riglit hand side. Bias is the mininatm
acceptable energy deposited in the detector.

BOX R (cm) e (deg) Bias (MeV)

l#G 271.4
207.0
198.6

179.7

181.9

  O.4
-1l.7
 11.2
-26,2
 26.8

2oe
227
142
I42

142

[I]able II-2 (b). Set up parameters for neutroR counter hoscopes

Meanings of R, e and bias are the same as in the table II-2 (a).

BOX R (cm) e (deg) Bias (MeV)

N# 1
   2
   3
  4

l49.9

9e.9
157.7
92.1

-46.8
-75.4
 44.6
 69.7

gi
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30 plastic scintillaters assembled in 5 Å~ 6 matrix (N #1 t-v 4). A dimension of the plastic

scintillater was leO inm high, 100 mrn wide and 300 mm long aRd viewed by NTV
R329P photo tube through a lucke light guide. An anticounter was placed in front
of each box in order to reject charged particles which had not been detected by the
anticounter assembly surrounding the target. The characteristics of the neutron
couRters are given in ref. 11 in details. Set up parameters are listed in Table II-2(b).

D-2 Determination of the pesition of the decay r rays
   In order to determine the energy and direction of the zO meson with good precision,

both positions hitted by two y rays decaying from scO meson must be determined as
precisely as possible. In the present experiment, the position of the decay 7 ray was
determined as follows.
   The 7 ray in the lead glass counter prodgces a shower, and a portion of the shower
leaks into neighbouring lead glass dependii3g oR the iRcident pesition of the y ray.
This feature is shown in Fig. II-6 schematically. This posit]on dependence can be
expressed with the following empirical relation iR terms of the horizontal afid vertical

displacement X and Yfrom the counter center (Xe, Yo):

tX.\.) l       Å}  MI Et
   l
   IAth
Gl t
   k

J--

7say

G3

,llgs #.
E,

G2

G4

Fig. II-6

--pa-

A schematic view of the posiÅíion determination of the incident r ray, In the
present case, the incident r ray enters the glass unit Gt at (Xe+X, Yo -l- Y),

and prodtices a shower. A portion of the shower leaks into the neighbour-
ing glass units G2, G3 and G4. Ei, E2, E3 and E4 denote the pulse keights at
each glass unit, respectively.

         E.IE, : O.034 • EXP (O.eO176 • X2)

         Ey/Eo =e.034 • EXP (O.OO176 • Y2) ,

or equivalently,

         X = log(E.IE,10.034)10.00176

          Y== log(E,IE,!e.034)/e.OO176,

where Ex and Ew are the amount of the leak energies in the X and Ydirection, re-
spectively. Eo denotes the tetal energy of the7 ray. For the case shown ln Fig.II-6;

    4Eo=: 2 Ei, Ex=:E2 and Ey== E3. Numerical parameters were determined with the
    i= 1
calibration measurement for lead glass counters.
   The reliability of this method was tested with the data rAeasured in the CEX
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experiment. Since the combination of the Iead plate converter and the multi-wired
spark chambers (MWSC) were used in the CEX experimeRt, the position of the 7 ray
was determined with the accuracy of Å}13 mm. From the data at the momenta of
2.8 and 3.e GeVfc of the CEX experiment the position of the 7 ray could be deter-
rnined from the MWSC data which is denoted as (X., Y.). From the same data the
position of the 7 ray was also evac luated by the above method without the MWSC
data, which is denoted as (Xo+X, Yo+Y). These two values of the position were
compared as follows:

          (AX,, A Y,) ur= (X.-(X,+X), Yl,,-(IYI, + Y))

          (AX2, A Y2) :(X. nd Xo, Y. - IYIo) •

   The second equation represents the deviation of tlae position of the 7 ray when
the position is regarded as a center of the lead glass counter. Consequently, this
deviation represents the actual distribution of tlae y ray position of the lead glass
counters, are shown inFig.II-7. In this figure the solid liRe represents ti.Xi or kIYi
and the dashed line represents rdX2 or zi Y2. As the result, the present method can
evaluate the 7 ray position with the accuracy of Å} 15 mm.
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Fig. II-7 A distribution of the deviation of the hitting of T rays. Solid histogram
       shows the deviation of r ray position corrected by the method described
       iR the text. Dashed histogram shows the distribution of r ray hitting
       position on the surface of the lead glass.

Iff. DataReduction

A. General

   The data were collected for the incident momenta of 2.770, 3.49e and 4.220
GeVfc consuming abeut 3eO hours of the machine time including the calibration of
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counters aRd other check of the detection system. Total amount of beam and the
nurnber of events collected throughout the measurement are listed in Table III-1.
   The information on each event contained the pulse height for lead glass Cherenkov
counters and hodoscope numbers, contents of many scalers and the target polarization.
These informatioRs were condensed into 544 bytes in the PDP 11/40 computer. Fi-
nally, the informations were recorded on a magnetic tape with the density of 80e bpi.
These magnetic tapes of raw data amounted to 53 rolls in the present measureinent.
With the KEK ceBtral computer HITAC 880e, the raw data were selected uRder the
condition that energies of both 7 rays must be higher than 20e MeV, and were trans-
ferred on a magnetic tape with the deiisity of 160e bpi. These edited magnetic tapes
amotmted to 9 rolls and were used throughout the following event processing.

Table III-1. Totai numbers of the beam and triggey eyents.

Momentum Target Beam Two r Trigger

2.770 GeV/c UP
DOWN
CARBON

I0672 Å~ 106

ll315
9115

180843
l77663
l17906

3.490 GeV!c UP
DOWN
CARBON

l2448
i2891

9177

210199
226130
121211

4.220 GeYlc UP
DOWN
CARBON

11741
l3935
13479

222543
245112
181918

B. EventProeessing

   The procedure of the eveRt processing has been perforfned with the following
 .slx steps.

   (1) At first the events in which two y rays hit the adjacent two Cherenkov counters
       were rejected. Then the events were selected with the condition that the
       energies of both 7 rays must be higher than 250 MeV. About 200/. of total
       events were selected through this selection.
   (2) Since the trigger condition did not contain the identification of the `left
       event' and the `right event', there were malty wrong triggered events arised
       frem an inelastic scattering. Therefore, only the events disatisfied the cri-
       teria, ki virhich the nO meson and the neutron emitted in opposit direction
       with respect to the beam line, were rejected. The wrong triggered events
       amounted to about 200/. of selected events through the step (1).
   (3) The invariaRt mass pa of two 7 rays were evaluated with the following
       form ula :

          pt2 .. 2k,k2(l -cOS ip) ,

       where ki and k2 are energies of two 7 rays. ip is an opening angle of two y
       rays. In order to evaluate ip, the hitting points of 7 rays were estimated
       with the method described iR section II-D-2. The decaying point of nO
       meson was assumed to be the target center. Supposing that the origin of
       two 7 rays are nO meson, the energies of two 7rays are reconstructed in order
       to satisfy the decay kinematics of rtO-77 by minimizing the following x2 i5) :
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       2  x2=: (k,-k9•)21a?•
      i--1
  ffi = ctiV`k?. ,

where k9• denotes the most probable energy afid cti denotes the coefficient
related to the energy resolution of the lead glass co"nters which had been
determined from the calibration measurement. Consequentiy, k9• is ex-
pressed by

  k? :V(orgkl+ctiA)1(ct3+ctiJcilA),

  lc,O=AIJ<?,

  A =#312 (1-cos ip),

where pao denotes the zO mass.
x2 is the measure of the deviation from the true NO event. The candidates
of ne events wereselected byrejectingthe large x2 events (x2>10). This cut
corresponds to the region of the invariant mass of 50<pt<20e MeV. The
typical invariant mass distribution is shown in Fig. III-1. In this process,
about 200/. of selected events were rejected.

 xle'S-
lbca

ee"l

),4g atvlc ttft [vent

tUTl

Fig. III-1

         O se 1os ltiO ?ts) tEO
              lsvAnlsMr nsss ["ev]

A typical invariant mass distribution of the two r rays for
the left event at the momentum of 3.49 GeV!c.

(4) By using kO's evaluated in the step (3) and the direction of two 7 rays, the

    momeAtum of ncO meson and the scattering angle e were evaluated for each
    event. The momentum and angle of rcO meson thus obtained were tested
    with the two body kinematics of charge exchange scattering. The deviation
    of the laboratory mornentum AP is defined as follows:

      AP :(PL-P2(cos e))fcrp

      ap= (ctik?)2+(ct,kg)2,

    where PL denotes the ineasured rnomentum of ne meson, P2(cos O) denotes
    the mornentum evaluated kinematically with the rneasured angle e. There-
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    fore, AP is the measure of the kinematical test between e afid PL. As is
    shown in Fig. III-2, the AP distribution has the tail in the negative region.
    This tail less than kP== -2 was rejected.

(5) Two kinds of angular correlations between the xO meson and neutron are
    defined as follows:

      Aip " (ipze - ipn)fff,

      A e rm (e, - e.)1ff,

      6 =dlR,

    wkere di.. and ip. are azimuthal angles of the zO meson and neutron, re-
    spectively, e, is the measured angle of a recoiled neutron and eo is the pre-
    dicted one from the scattering angle ef the ne meson by using two body
    kinematics, and d and R are the half width of the neutron counter that is
    50 mrn and the distance between the target center and the front face of the
    neutron counter, respectively. These distributions are shown in Fig. III-3.
    The tail around Aett20 is shown in Fig. III-3(b) and is due to the reaction
    of z-p--->nOri-nOffOn (A event). Tliis inelastic background was expected
    to be overiap with the elastic events. Fig. III-4 shows the correlation
    between a scattering angle of zO mesoR in the laboratory system (eL) aiad Ae

    after the Aip cut was carried out at a momentum of 3.490 GeVlc. In this
    figure the upper band is due to tke k event and the lower band is due to the

    elastic events which incldude the events from the bound protons in the
    target materials. As is seeR, in the forward direction the inelastic events
    can be rejected perfectly by the zle cut, however, in the larger angular region

    than eL tv 150, two bands overlap each other. Taking into account of angular
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     Fig. III--2 Hg. III-3
A typical dP distribution of the left event at the moinentum of 3.49 GeVlc.
(a) A typical dO distribution of the left-right averaged event at the momentum
of 3.49 GeVlc togeSher with the background event from carbon run (shaded
area) and candidate of the elastic events (indicated with arrows).

(b) A typical de distribution for the same events.
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      (a) (b)(a) A resolution of the detection system calculated by the Monte-Carlo simulation.
(b) Angular acceptances of the detection system caiculated by the Monte-Carlo
simulation.

    dependence of this inelastic events and yield of the upper band, the con-
    tamination due to A events iR this angular region was estimated to be about
    5e/, iB average with respect to total events. Acceptance and angular re-
    solutions were calculated witla the Monte-Carlo simulation. They are shown
                     '    in Fig. III-5. '' ' •
(6) Fkaally, the momentum of nO meson ka the center of mass system was eval-
    uated. The typical momentum distributiolt is shown iii Fig. III-6. The
    final candidates of charge exchange events, which had the momeRttim inside
    the region between 840/. aitd 1170/. of the momentum evaluated from kine-
    matics, were selected. As the result, remaining events arnounted to 4tv10"/,
    of collected events.
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.:}

Ng. Il{-6

zoa

oo1l

             am                   ?'Cstvlc)
A typical distribution of the momentum in the center of mass system
for the }eft events at the momentum of 3.49 GeVlc.

C. SummaryofSystematicErrors

   Systematic errors of polarization parameters are mainly due to the following

orlglns.
   (1) An error arising frora the background subtraction;
       The background subtraction was perforrned by subtracting a yield obtained
       from carbon run from the yield obtained from target up (down) run at each
       angular bin. The error of this type was estimated to be 3Q/..
   (2) An error arising from A event;
       As is shown in Table III-2, this error has a main rele in the larger angular

Table III-2. CoRtamination arising from d events is listed at both left and

right events, where percentage is the ratio of the contri-
bution of the d events to total yield after subtracting the
contribution of bound protons and 0L denotes a scattering
angle in the laboratory frame.

           Left Event

0L (deg) 2.77e GeVlc 3,490 GeV/c 4.220 GeVlc

12.5.v15.0
l5.0-l7.5
17.5-2eD
2e.ON22.5
22.5N27,5

   .Z:il.i
7th20/,
5Å}1%
4 t: 1 %e'

3 ,i, l• %-

5Å}2 %e
7Å}40/.

4Å}2%

Average 2Å} •2 e/. 5Å}30/. sÅ}3e/.

Right Event

eL (deg) 2.770 GeV/c 3.490 GeVfc 4.220 GeVlc

15.eN17.5
17.5.v2e.O
20.0N22.5
22.5N27.5

1 Ll fZel

2 L1 e/.
2 ti, 1 %

1 i 1 e/,

5Å}2 %e
8Å}4%

Average 2Å}10/. 5 th 3%
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    region, and in those region it is estimated to be 5e/, in average.

(3) An error arising from the measurement of tlae target polarization;
    This error was estimated to be 50/., as is mentioned before.

IV. Results aRd Conclusioit

A. PolarizatienParameters

   The polarization parameters for botk Ieft and right events are listed in Table
IV-1 together with z2 per data points at eacli momentum. And also averaged polari-
zation parameters are listed both iR cos e" and t range in Table IV-2.

   The features of present data are summarized as follows.

   (1) 2.770GeV/c;
       The first peak is seen at cose*>O.9 (-t<O.2 (6eV/c)2), and the second
       peak may be seen around O.85>cosOrk•>O.75 (e.5>--t>O.3 (GeVfc)2).
       The negative broad dip is seen around O.75>cose\' >O.6 (1.0>-t>O.5
       (GeVlc)2).

Table IV-1 . Poiarization parameters for left and right event, where PL denotes the
  polarization parameters ofthe left event and PR denotes those of the rigkt

  event. z2's per data point are also listed. Errors are statistics only.

2.770 GeVlc 3.490 GeV!c 4.220 GeVlc
cos 0 cm

PL Pn PL Pn Pb Pa
o.g7 Å}g.o2
O.925Å}O.025
O.875Å}e.025
O.825thO.025
e.7s Å}e.os
o.6s Å}o.es
O.55 Å}O.05
e.4s Å}e.os
e,3s +o.es
O,25 thO.05
O.l5 Å}O.05

 O.33,lrOD8 O.09d,-O.le
 o.2sÅ}o.o6 o.26Å}o.es
 e.2otho.eg o.o3tho.lo
-O.OlÅ}O.23 O.17Å}O.19
     - O.40thO.30
-O.21 ti,O.l8 -e.42Å}O.25
 O.09Å}O.10 -O.02thO.19
 026thO.11 O.leÅ}O.l2
 O.02Å}O.24 O.52thO.18
          e.25Å}e.16

 o.olÅ}e.lo
 O.19--OD7
 O.57Å}O.12
 O09Å}O.67
-O.51Å}O.56
 O.02Å}O.19
 O.16Å}O.12
-O,06thO.15
-O.38Å}O.27
 O.97,t,l.92

 o.23Å}e,og
 O.43Å}e.11
 O.40thO.23
 037Å}O.24
-O.08kO.19
 O.82,I,O.51

 e.14thO.17
-O.26Å}O.18
 O.22kO.29
 O.43Å}O.34
 O.61 ,i,O.35

 O.14Å}eA4
 O.24Å}e.ll
 e.48thO,25
 O.97Å}O.80
-O.22Å}O.21
 O.42Å}O.21
 O.13Å}O.22
 O.43Å}028
-o,2oti,e.64

 O.5! Å}e.11
 O. l 5 ,L,- 023

 e.52Å}O.24
 O.03 ,hrO.41

 O.32Å}O.22
 O.08thO,21
 O.32Å}O.36
 O.61 thO.36
-e.4gÅ}o.6o

xS per data
point

.1 .40 l,24 I.20

Table }V-2. Averaged polarizatioin parElnletel's. Ei'roi"s al'e statlstlcs only.

cos e cm
Pt.b "= 2.770 GeV/c

VsM-- 2.470 GeV!c

P`.b ==-T 3.490 Gev!c

VY=- 2.73o Gev

Ptab=4•220 GeVlc
Vs==2.970 GeV

O.97 Å}O.02
O.925thO.e25
O.875Å}O.025
e,825 thO.025

O:75 Å}O.05-

-•
O,65-Å}O.05- -•
O,55 drO.05
O.45 Å}O.05
O.35 Å}O.05
O,1 5.. tQ•Q5. .

0.15 Å}O.05

 O.24Å}O.06
 O.25Å}O.05
 O.l2,l,O.07
 O.10Å}O.15
 o.4oÅ}e,3o
-O,28Å}O.14-.
 0.06Å}O.09
 o.lgÅ}o.es
 O.33,l,O.l5
 O.25Å}O.16

     O.14thO.06
     o.2sÅ}o.e6
     O.54Å}O.ll
     O.33ti,O.23
    -Oi3,LO.l8
---. .-.. O.12lO.l8

     O.16Å}O.10
    -O.14Å}O.l2
     o.o2the.l6
     P.43 ,i,O.34
     o.61Å}o.3s

     O.46Å}O.09
     o,22Å}e.lo
     o.soÅ}e.y
     O.22Å}e.36
--  o.o3Å}e:ls
 .. O.25,i,O.l5
     O,18Å}e.l9
     O.45Å}026
   -e.36thO.44
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-t (GeVlc)e
Ptab r- 2.770 GeVlc

Vs--- 2.470 GeV

Piab "= 3•490 GeV/c

Vs==2.730.6eV

Piab "4•220 GeV!c

VY==2.970 GeV

O.07 Å}O.03
O.15 Å}OI05

•025 Å}eL05
O.35 1-O.05
O.5 :LO.l
O.7 fi,O.l

O.9 Å}O.l
l.l ,lre.l
1.3 ,,t,-O.1

1.5 thO.1
i.7 ,S,O.1

l.9 ,lrO.1

2.2 Å}O.2

 028Å}O.07
 O.24•Å}O.05
 o.12Å}e.o7
 O.21 thO.12

 021Å}O.21
-O.35thO.23
-O.13Å}O.10
 O,20 thO.09
 O.23Å}O.10
 O.34-l-O.l9
 O.31Å}O.l8

 O.20Å}O.10
 O.14thO.96
 O.39Å}O.09
 O.51,lrO.13
 O.36ti,O.l7
-O.18,lrO.21

-o.o2Å}e.l6
 O.IO,l,O.l9
 O.19Å}O.12
 O.02,t,O.13

-O.27Å}O.16
 O.08thO.20
 O.52Å}O.26

 039drO.11
 O.27Å}O.ll
 O.26Å}O.13-
 e.l4Å}O.21
 O.69Å}O.20
 O.l4Å}O.31
 O.i4,lrO.19
-O.07Å}O.21
 O.27ti,O.l9
 O.54Å}O.34
 O.OOÅ}O.20
 O.66Å}O.29

    (2) 3,490GeVfc;
       The first peak mentioRed above is obscure, however, the second peak is
       seen around the similar region as at 2.770 GeVlc.
    (3) 4.220GeVlc;
       The first peak is again seen at the siinilar point as at 2.770 GeVlc. The
       second peak may be seen, alÅíhough only one point is enhanced at cos e* or
       O.8 (-tt tO.5 (GeVlc)2).

B. Cemparison with CEX Experiment and PWA Predictien

   The' excitation of the previous measureineRt for polhrization parameters at KEK
(CEX experiment) are compared with the present results. In Fig. IV-1, the exci-
tation of the polarizatioR parameters at each angular bin is shown together with the

prediction from K-H 78 analysis. The contiRuity (or consistency) of both measure-
ments seem to be good at all angttlar bins, however, the prediction behaves somewhat
differently from data except at forward aBgle of cos 6">O.85.

   In Fig. IV-2 the comparison between present data aRd the prediction from
K-H 78 analysis again. Tke prominent feature is that at the mementum 2.77 GeVlc,
both the present data and the prediction s"ggestthat there seems to exist highly en-

hanced peak at cose* ndO.8. However, overall agreemeirt becoines poor as the
momentum increase but one must note the momentum differeitce between preseRt
data and the prediction,

   In Fig. IV-3, the comparison between present data and the results at ANL
is shown except at 4.22 GeVlc where no data exist. The agreement is very good,
although there seems to exist some different behavior in tke regioR of Itl>e.6
(GeVlc)2 at 3.49 GeVlc.

C. ComparisomyithaReggeMedel
   As menttiofied before, a simple p- excliange model for charge exchange scattering
failed in explainiRg the non-zero polarizations at forward direction. To explain tkose

non-zero polarizations, there proposed maRy attempts so far. Here, the analysis
based on the secondary trajectory p' is discussed.

   From data at low energy, a Regge amplitude can be determined in terms of
finite energy sum rule (FESR). FESR for any moment S. is expressed as follows4).
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    Rg. IV-1 An excitation ofthe polarlzation parameters in each angular bin. Where de
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            represents the CEX experiment, I represents the present experiment and
            dashed lines represent the K-H 78 prediction.

          S, iii! (l IN)ii"i jg vu Im Fdv = :. fiNct/(ct + n + 1)r(ct + 1)

          v=(s-u)f2M

where F denotes crossing odd amplitude from phase shift analysis, fi denotes residue

function, oc denotes Regge trajectory, M denotes nucleon mass and s and u denote
Mandelstam variables. A Regge amplitude R is defined as

          R = B(1 - e-i"ct)vafsin nctr(ct + 1)

   In terms of S., ct is determined, e.g., for single trajectory as follows :

          SnlS. == (ct + m + 1)1(ct + n + 1)

and fi is calculated from S. with ct determined above, Dolen et. al`). suggested the

possibility of the second trajectory p' by analysing zN data combined with FESR
mentioned above, in which case FESR is expressed as:

          (Si - 6Nct-il(ct + 1)r(ct + 1))!(S, - BNct-t/(ct + 3)r(ct + 1))

             ., (ctr + 3)1(ct' + 1)

where ct and 6 denote trajectory and residue of p, and ct' denotes p' trajectory.

    Barger and Phillips extended FESR for any moment to continuous moments and
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+ represents the present data and -+• represents the data of ANL.
momentum 4.22 GeVfc, there exist no data except preseRt one.

Where
At the

in terms of Regge trajectory. They analysed zN data in the t range up to -2
(GeVlc)2 by introducing p', P' and P" in addition to p and P3). The results of
their two analyses (B-P 69 and B-P 74) are shown in Fig. IV-4 together with the
present data and CEX data, where dashed lines represent the B-P 69 analysis and
solid lines represent the B-P 74 analysis.

   For the differential cross section data (from CEX mefisurefnent) B-P 69 analysis
well agree with data rather than B-P 74 analysis. For the polarization data (from
CEX and the present measurement), both B-P 69 and B-P 74 analyses are in poor
agreement with data.
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    'In orddr to improve fits to the. present energy region, data futing in terms of
their parametrizatioR has been performed at three laboratory momenta of 2.77,
3.94 and 4.22 GeVfc in the t raiige up to -2 (GeV!c)2. The pai'ametrization for
invariant amplitudes A'- and B- are as follows: '
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          A'- == 2 - 7iv(v8 - y2)(ori-" i)12

          B- = Åí - fii(v3 -- v2)(ai-o/2

          't          l== P, P,
where
          fip == - (a i + a2eb!t)r(1 --- ctp) sin (nocp!2)

          6p, =: - a3teb2t

          7, == a4( l + ast)eb3tF( - ct,) sin (nct,f2)

          7pt == - a6t(1 +a7t)eb4t,

which Barger aRd Phillips suggested as the best parametrizatioR. Trajectories are
adopted from their suggestion, i.e.,

          ct, =:O.48 -i- O.85t

          ct,•=O.3t.

    All data tised in the present analysis are 57 data points for differential cross
sectionsi6> and 35 data points for polarization parameters (only inciuding the present
data), aRd they were fitted simultaneously by fitting program of SALS'7).
   The results for 11 parameters of a, .va7 and bi tvb4 are listed in Table IV-3 and
the predictions are shown ii.i Fig. IV-5. x2 per degree of freedom is 4.e for 92 data

points. As is shown, good fits are obtained for differential cross sections. }lowever,
poor fits for polarization parameters remain, although fits are improved at forward
angular region of ltl <O.6 (GeV/c)2.

Table IV-3. Result of fit{ing parameters

i ai
 ib

i'  19.4
I08.4

5412
  5.1
  6.2
157.9

-19.7

 l.51
 6.81

 3.22
22.20

    In Table IV-4, differential cross sections extrapolated to t ==O (GeVlc)2 are com-

pared with the predictios from the K-H 78 analysisi8), and a good agreement was
obtained except at the momentum of 2.77 GeVfc.
    Furtherrnore, s-chanRel helicity non-fiip (F4+) afid fiip (Fi-) amplitudes ex-
trapolated up to the momentum of 6 GeVlc are compared with the result of model
independent analysjs perfermed by Halzen and Michael (H-M 71)i9) jn Fig. IV-6,
where overall phase of those amplitudes are nettakeii into acceunt. As is sliown, a
real part of Fk is almost positive with having Rearly zero at t=tO.35 (GeVlc)2, and
an imaginary part kas a first zero at tor -O.22 (GeVlc)2 whicli corresponds to cross
over point. A real part of Fl- is also almost positive with having nearly zero in the
vicinity of t cy -O.56 (GeVfc)2, and an imaginary part has a nonsense wrong signature
zero at tcy -O.56 (GeVlc)2, where a dip of differential cross section sites. The agre-

ement with H-M 71 seems to be well for F4. except at ltl>O.4 (GeV/c)2 for a real
part, however, there exist some discrepancies for F4-,
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The differential cross sections used in the present fitting and the results of the fits.

Where - repres.gnts the data from ref. 10, " represents the data from Yver{ et.

al. and dashed lines represent the results of the present fits.

The polarization parameters of the present data and the results of the fiss.

Table IV-4. Comparison between the fitting value and
the K-H 78 predictien at t==O (GeV/c)2.

PD (GeV!c) (daldt)fit (daldt)Krr

2.77
3.49

4.22
5.00t

O.834
O.656
O.538
O.451

O.640
O.643

O.542
O.454

t At PL=:5 GeV!c, the differeRtial cross section is extra-
polated vaiue in terms of fitting parameters determized
from data fits.
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The helicity non-fiip and fiip amplitudes of the results of the present fits and

those of K-M 71. Where the solid and dashed lines Tepresent the real and
imaginary araplitudes of the present fits, respectively. di and 6 represent

                                     llthe results of H-M 71.

   Those features suggest that in order to improve the model, more terms, which
may arise from Regge cuts and contribute in the larger t regien, must be required, and

also a more complete set of nN data at many inomaRta and large angular region
must be accumulated for a model independent amplitude analysis as the test of the
Regge model.

D. Conelusien
   The present results are in good agreement with those of ANL.

   Atthe momeRtum of 2.77 GeVlc, the present data shows highly enhanced peak
at cose*=:O.8 as predicted from the K--H 78 analysis. However, overall agreement
becomes poor as ttie mornetittEm increases. It shouid be noted tliat the;'e are some
momentt}m differences between the predictioR and the present data.
   The predictioR of a Regge model fail to reproduce the present data at larger
angies, although the differential cross sections are in good agreement even at 2 GeVfc.

   Tliose features of the forward data suggest as follows.
   At low energy, polarization parameters (and of course, differeRtial cross sections)
at the forward direction are useful constraints for the phase shift analysis, therefore,

a new phase shift analysis including present data is required.

   At high energy, in order to improve the Regge models, more detailed behavior of
the scattering amplitudes of the s and t dependeRce is required in terms of the model
independent analysis like ref. 19, therefore, spin rotation parameters A and R in ad-
dition to differential cross sections and polarization parameters must be accuraulated.
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                             Appendix A

   From the CGLN fornaulation of nN elastic scattering20), Tmatrix is expressed
as follows :

          T=:.tt(v, t)+B(v, t){2)

          9pt = (qi,+qft)/2

where q"(gl,) denotes foLir vector of {lie incident (scattered) pion aRd y is defined as
follows in terms of Miandelstam variables s, t and u :

          v = (s - u)f4 jV

          vo = sL -l- tf4M

whefe M denotes the nucleon mass and st denotes the pioft mass. And vo denotes the
normal threshold. Let 6 be the state of the final pion (B =1, 2, 3) and ct be that of the

initialpion. Then,

          AB.= jfi.A(+) + [Tfi, T.]A(-)12

          Bfi.= 6fi.B(-) + [Tfi, T.]B(Å})f2

wtiere A(Å}) aiid B(Å}) are iso-spin even(+) and odd(-) aitnplitudes, respectively. T

denotes iso-spin operator of tlae pion. In terms of those• amplit"des, three reactions of

nN scattering are exprgssed as follows:

          A(n"p) :A(")-A(-)
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          A(rdp) = A(") + A(-)

          A(nOn) me - pm(-)

and the similar forms for B. Furthermore, the invariant amplitude A' is introduced:

          A' xx : A + yB/( ! - t14M2)

   The s-chanRel helicily non-flip (F\+) and fijp (l?#m) amplitudes are also introduced
fer three reaction :

          F. .(n'p) = I79+ - F4 {.

          F..(zmp) :F9++F4+
          F. .(ncon) = - V7F5,.

and the similar forms for F+ -- , where 1 and O denotes total t-channel iso-spins.

   Tlae relation between A!'(B) ai3d F+d.(F+-) are as follows:

          4V'it'PLF + + = cos (e12) (A' - t(M + caB/(4M2 - t))

          4ViPLF + - = sin (e!2) (EA' -- (4q2 + t)M WBI(4M2 --- t)/M

          E = re+Mum2'5
          co me V(P2. -l- st2)

where PL denotes incident pion laboratory momentum, e denotes scattering angle in
center of mass systerri and lrp" and q denote the total energy and momentum in that
system, respectively.

   In terms of invariant amplitudes, a differential cross section (da/dt) and a polari-

zation parameter (Pdffldt) are expressed as follows:

          daldt =(11ns)(M14q)2((1-tl4M2)IA'I2

            - (t14M2) (4M2P2 + st)lBl 21(4M2 - t))

          P(dff/dt) = -Im (A'B) sin e/l6zVY

   X;ose formulation were used in the data fitting. The results on the fits are
described in IV-C.

                             Appendix B

   The program for measuring the target polarization is described here. And the
fiow chart of the control program is shown in Fig. B-1. The essence is as follows.
   At first, initial parameters are entered through the teletype. Main parameters
are in the following.

   (1) Sweep times (in the present case, 200 times for natural signals and le times
       for enhaRced signals)
   (2) Parameters used in the fitting procedure (the fitting region, the number of
       the data points and the number of the parameters)
   (3) The kind of NMR signals (natural signals or enhanced signals)
   (4) Functional switches which selectthe two modes:
       One is the measuring mode and the other is the function generater mode
       where the computer only repeat the modulation of the radio frequencies.
       The Iatter mode is useful for the tuning of the meas"ring system.
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Fiow chart of the ocntrol program for measuring the target polarization.

    (5) Integrated natural signals combined with Po.
    (6) Other parameters are used fer the auxiliary functions such as display para-
        meters and the style for output (punching or printing).

Next, according to the selection switch for the NMR signals, the computer works in
the two ways. In the case of natural signals, the computer waits after the first measur-

ing ended, since one mt}st remove the NMR signal so as to obtain only background
sigRal. The background subtraction is perfermed autematical!y during the second
sweep. And fiRally, chi-squared fitting is performed and the final signal is dis-
played. In the case of enhanced signals, the fitting is doRe immediately after the
ftrst measurement and the final signal is displayed.
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